Rich Earth Institute 5-gallon portable urine collection device parts list

Component Parts

- 5-gallon HDPE container with ¾” NPT knock-out in the cap (found here)
- Extra cap for transport (found here)
- *optional* spigot spout for easy decanting (found here)
- ¾” MPT nipple (found here)
- ¾” FPT x 1¼” spigot reducer bushing (found here)
- 1¼” x 1¼” slip straight coupler (found here)
- 1 ¼” spigot female adaptor (found here)
- FloTool Giant Funnel (found here)
- ½” width EPDM rubber band (like the medium ones in the link) (found here)
- Small stainless steel screw + little piece of rubber
- Ping-pong ball

Other supplies

- Teflon thread-seal tape
- PVC primer & cement